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Abstract Issues related to flows of goods and information are frequently discussed in the logistics and Supply
Chain Management literature. But, only few contributions
are exploring the financial flows associated with supply
chains. This article reviews the state-of-the-art of research
regarding financial flows in supply chains. In doing so, it
becomes apparent that an explicit examination and optimisation of the cost of capital has been missing so far. In
order to close this gap, a conceptual framework and a
mathematical model of ‘‘Supply Chain Finance’’ is
proposed.

1 Supply chain finance—research gap
Supply chain management (SCM) is applied in today’s
business world to optimise the flows of goods, information,
and the financial flows within and between companies by
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functional and cross-company integration.1 In the past,
academic papers regarding SCM mainly dealt with the
design and optimisation of the flows of goods and information.2 The financial flows between companies of the
supply chain, however, were often neglected and have only
recently found greater attention in the academic SCM
literature.3
This paper analyses the role of financial flows in supply
chains and the impact SCM can have on optimising such
flows in terms of capital cost.4 A framework for the
financial aspects of SCM is developed. Furthermore, a
mathematical model is proposed to explain financing
activities across supply chains, which are referred to as
‘‘supply chain financing’’ (SCF). The basic idea of the
model is that supply chain information can be used to
decrease investment risks and thus capital costs of financing projects within supply chains.
First, in this paper, supply chain flows are analysed, and
the role of financial aspects are discussed on the basis of a
preliminary review of related literature. It is shown that the
cost of capital in supply chains has been mostly neglected
so far. The following part of the discussion (Sect. 3) proposes a supply chain finance framework. It covers the
objects, actors, and levers of supply chain financing.
Finally, in part 4, a mathematical model is developed to
better understand to what extent financial SCM can

1

Cf. [22, p. 32], [34, S. 1 ff], [43, p. 6 ff].
Cf. [1, p. 40 ff], [30, p. 321 ff], [45, p. 18], [46, p. 1], [51, p. 30 ff].
An up-to-date summary of the empiric research regarding SCM can
be found in [19, p. 417 ff].
3
Cf. e.g. [20, p. 567 ff], [27, p. 104 ff], [51, p. 30 ff], [57], [59, p. 110
ff], [8, p. 44 f].
4
This paper is based on the doctorate thesis of Moritz Gomm in
German. [21].
2
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contribute in decreasing the capital costs. The paper closes
with a discussion of the results.

2 Literature review on financial flows in SCM
Supply chain management is an interdisciplinary management concept5 which is based on the idea of holistic optimisation of the various flows constituting a supply chain.
There are numerous suggestions about the kinds and levels
of flows to be considered in the literature. Pfohl6 distinguishes between flows of information, rights, goods and
financial flows. Croom et al.7 differentiate between goods,
financial resources, human resources, information, knowledge, and technologies as ‘‘elements of exchange’’. Cooper
et al.8 include the flows of material, goods, and information
in one direction, and reverse flows of information and
financial resources. Mentzer et al.9 consider products, services, information, financial resources, information about
demand, and forecasts as ‘‘supply chain flows’’.
With respect to the range of activities covered in SCM,
the logistics channel as well as the marketing channel are
usually considered, i.e. the channel of interaction of a
company with its sources of supply and sales markets.10
For the purposes of this discussion, the relevant fabric of
flows is summed up under the notions of the flow of goods,
the flow of information, and the financial flow, as shown in
Fig. 1.
Reviewing the academic contributions on SCM regarding the optimisation of financial flows, again a number of
different approaches are found.11 Pfohl et al.12 denominate
the flow of financial resources as the ‘‘financial supply
chain’’ and locate the latter at the interface between the
fields of logistics and finance. They examine the management of the net current assets as an important issue within
the scope of SCM.13 Beyond the optimisation of the flow of
goods with a focus on the physical reduction in stocks, they
analyse the instruments of cash management. As primary
levers for management, they consider optimal timing of
activities, the control of receivables, liabilities, and
advance payments. Moreover, the optimisation and support
of the inventory and cash managements are described
within the scope of process management.
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Stemmler and Seuring14 were amongst the first authors
to use the term ‘‘supply chain finance’’. They speak of the
control and optimisation of financial flows induced by
logistics. Logistically induced financial processes comprise
inventory management, the handling of the logistically
induced financial flows as well as the supporting processes
with an immediate reference to logistics as, for example,
the insurance management for stocks.
Another approach to the optimisation of financial flows
within supply chains is ‘‘logistics financing’’ as defined by
Stenzel15: the ‘‘[…] active marketing of financial services
in addition to logistics services by logistics service providers.’’ This opens up another field of competence for
logistics service providers within the scope of financing
logistics structures.16 In this context, Steinmüller17 examines possibilities to finance logistics real estate and Feinen18 particularly deals with the leasing of logistics real
estates.
The term ‘‘Financial Chain Management (FCM)’’,
which is also used in the context of financial flow
research,19 has to be seen in contrast to the term supply
chain finance.20 The former has particularly come to be
known in literature and practice in connection to software
products by SAP AG and is defined as the sum of the
‘‘financial flows in and across companies’’.21 The processes
that have to be managed by the FCM are thus reduced to
the processing steps of the business initiation and business
transaction processes.22 FCM is supposed to optimize
cross-company financial processes using collaborative and
automatic transactions between suppliers, customers as
well as financial and logistics service providers. Consequently, a decisive role is attributed to information and
communication technology, so that mainly the flows of
information or documents are affected.
A common ground for the contributions in the literature
is the focus on the financial impact of SCM upon the value
chain in terms of inventory, process, and cash management
or by means of synchronisation and collaboration. These
variables affect the free cash flow of each company
involved by increased sales or decreased costs as well as
the cost of capital by reduced assets. The explicit consideration of the influence of SCM measures on the capital
14

5

Cf. [43, p. 6].
6
[43, p. 6 ff].
7
Cf. [12, p. 67 ff].
8
[11, p. 10].
9
[38, p. 19].
10
Cf. [44, p. 168].
11
Cf. [5, p. 574], [10], [8], p. 44 ff), [21], [25, p. 695 ff], [29].
12
Cf. [46, p. 2 ff].
13
Cf. [17, p. 149 f], [27, p. 103 f], [40, p. 123], [46, p. 2 ff].
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Cf. [51, p. 30 f].
Cf. [52, p. 140].
16
This contains according to [52, p. 142], logistics real estates,
inventory, as well as logistics services to achieve financing effects.
17
Cf. [50, p. 171 ff].
18
Cf. [18, p. 187 ff].
19
Cf. [42], [58, p. 74].
20
Cf. [42], [58, p. 74].
21
Cf. [42, p. 21].
22
Cf. [42, p. 67].
15
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Fig. 1 Flows within supply
chain management
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cost rate, however, has been lacking so far (cf. Fig. 2).
Considering the growing importance of value orientation in
management, this is methodically as well as practically
critical since the capital costs are determined by the assets
to be financed and the capital cost rate. This reveals a gap
in research, which this paper targets at: how can SCM
contribute to decrease the capital costs in terms of the
capital cost rate.
The following part of the argument examine how the
supply chain of a company can contribute to more costeffective financing. Inter-company financing within the
supply chain is called ‘‘supply chain finance’’ and is
defined here as:
Supply chain finance (SCF) is the inter-company
optimisation of financing as well as the integration of
financing processes with customers, suppliers, and

service providers in order to increase the value of all
participating companies.
The task of SCF is to save capital cost by means of
better mutual adjustment or completely new financing
concepts within the supply chain—eventually in combination with a changed role or task sharing. In order to
substantiate this term, a conceptual framework will be
developed in the following.

3 A conceptual framework of supply chain finance
In order to conceptualise the term supply chain finance, it
has to be examined which assets (objects) within a supply
chain are actually financed by whom (actors) and on what
terms (levers). These three dimensions add up to the
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performance—both within the company and within the
supply chain.27

Primary Members
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3.2 Actors of supply chain finance
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Duration
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Fig. 3 Framework of supply chain finance

framework of the supply chain finance which is depicted in
Fig. 3 as an overview and which is going to be illustrated
in more detail in the following.
3.1 Objects of supply chain finance
Objects of finance may be fixed assets, i.e. those assets that
permanently provide a basis for the business operations,
and working capital, which is variable day-by-day.
According to Christopher,23 production facilities and
stocks, which build the logistics network, as well as the
equipment needed for the customs clearance and the
transport within this network, also rank amongst the fixed
assets that are integrated into the supply chain. Since the
supplier relationships of machines in industrial companies
play an important role for the SCM as well, one also has
to consider machines, i.e. technical facilities for the
production.
The term working capital comprises all those asset items
of the current assets that are retransformed into liquid
assets within one production cycle or at least within one
year.24 The circulating assets minus the short-term liabilities are called the net working capital.25 A key figure
which—in this context—is suited for an examination of the
cash flow is the cash-to-cash-cycle. The latter is calculated
as follows26:
cash-to-cash-cycle ¼ average turnover period
þ period of receivables
 period of payables
The former indicates the period of time which is needed by
a company to transform the cash drain resulting from
paying the suppliers into cash inflow from the customers
again. The cash-to-cash-cycle thus is a key figure to a
dynamic and holistic treatment of the net working capital

After having outlined the objects of supply chain finance,
the actors within the supply chain that can take a share in
financing have to be identified. Lambert et al.28 refer to the
suppliers, the customers, and the focal company of a supply
chain as primary members, whilst logistics service providers are seen as supporting members. If one broadens the
view of the supply chain concerning ‘‘delivery’’ of capital
and financial services, the traditional circle of actors gets
wider. Those range—according to Pfohl et al.29—amongst
the ‘‘financial supply chain’’ and include financial intermediaries in the narrow as well as the broader sense.30
According to the classification by Lambert et al., they are
appointed to the supporting members of the supply chain.
Financial intermediaries in the narrow sense are specialised in the balance of asset and financial requirements
between investors and acceptors within an economy based
on division of labour.31 Amongst these rank amongst others
banking houses, insurances, leasing and factoring companies, as well as investment companies and private equity
companies.32 Financial intermediaries in the broader sense
particularly offer performances in order to allow a completion of financial contracts between original and/or
intermediary investors and acceptors or to effect this
completion easier and cheaper, respectively.33 This comprises the procurement performances of financial contracts,
for example via brokers or stock markets, information
performances in order to inform about existence and
quality aspects of investors and acceptors (e.g. rating
agencies) as well as the risk assumption of exactly specified risks of financial investments.34
If companies within a supply chain resume, the financing for others and thus replace classic financial intermediaries—banking houses in particular—one can refer to it
as a form of disintermediation. In general, disintermediation denotes the omission of actors within a supply chain,
as e.g. intermediary distributors or retail sellers. Disintermediation in financing—according to Löffler35—is the
substitution of the traditional bank intermediation by
27
28
29

23

[9, p. 87]. He speaks about ‘‘[…] plant, depots and warehouses that
form the logistics network […]‘‘ as well as ’’[…] materials handling
equipment, vehicles and other equipment involved in transport […]‘‘.
See also [18, p. 193].
24
Cf. [41, p. 152], [56, p. 176].
25
Cf. [6], [26, p. 79], [31, p. 476], [48, p. 821].
26
Cf. [54, p. 393].
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31
32
33
34
35

Cf. [16, p. 417].
[34, p. 5 ff].
[46, p. 15 f].
Cf. [4, p. 15 ff].
Cf. [2], [4, p. 14 f], [23, p. 193], [35, p. 382], [53, p. 105 ff].
Cf. [15, p. 11].
Cf. [4, p. 15 f], [15, p. 11].
Cf. [4, p. 25 ff].
[36, p. 53 as well as p. 64 f].
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means of alternative forms of intermediation as regards the
transformation of capital as to different amounts, periods,
risks, and liquidity between investors and parties seeking
capital.
The neoclassical financing theory, especially because of
the rigid premise of the complete and perfect capital
market, does not have the ability to explain the exchange of
capital via financial intermediaries.36 This only becomes
possible by dint of the neo-institutional explanation
approach, which assumes that the surplus cash flow of an
investment is known beforehand and that there exist
information asymmetries between investors and acceptors:
the debtor usually knows more concerning the investment
project and its prospects of success than does the lender.37
On such an asymmetrical distribution of information, the
financing thus is no longer to be seen as purchase (neoclassical execution via the market), but as relationship
based on interaction or as a partnership. Jensen and Meckling38 were the first to bring in these principal-agent
aspects into the financing theory. On presuming endogenous uncertainty, asymmetrical information distribution, as
well as incomplete markets and contracts, the allocation of
capital on financial markets does not necessarily need to be
Pareto efficient since transaction costs accumulate.39
3.3 Levers of supply chain finance
The dimensions of financing within supply chain finance
comprise three aspects: which amount of assets (volume of
financing) needs to be financed for how long (duration of
financing) at which capital cost rate?40 Multiplied with
each other, the former add up for the capital costs that a
company has to generate at least for the investment to be
profitable:

36

Cf. [47, p. 69].
Cf. [32, p. 107].
38
[28, p. 305 ff].
39
According to New Institutional Economics, there exist e.g.
banking houses as control agents of the depositors who thus take
over a quality transformation. Cf. [13], [14] as well as [36]. Moreover,
financial intermediaries bear further transformation functions in oder
to arrange a more efficient balance between asset requirements and
financial requirements, cf. [4], p. 430 ff), [3, p. 120 ff], [4, p. 29 f],
[15, p. 12 ff] as well as [13, p. 393 ff]. According to Löffler, financial
intermediaries are thus more generally ‘‘[…] institutions to reduce
financing costs under asymmetrical distribution of information.’’[7, p.
921], explains why the formation of financial intermediaries has to be
seen as advantageously even from the point of view of the capital
seekers. The transaction costs also play an important role for the
explanation of the existence of financial intermediaries, cf. [15, pp.
28–30] and the literature quoted there.
40
These dimensions can be found in similar styles elsewhere in
corporate finance. Cf. [33, p. 1373].
37
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According to the value-oriented examination, the capital
cost rate, which has to be used as a base, depends on the
expected return of investment and risk expectance of the
investors, on the demands of the outside creditors, as well
as the financial structure of the company (Weighted
Average Cost of Capital-approach).41
The three delineated aspects of the dimensions of
financing can spatially be opposed to each other by the help
of a ‘‘supply chain finance cube’’ (cf. Fig. 4). The cube
indicates that SCM measures can apply to all three
dimensions of the cube in order to reduce the capital costs
within the supply chain. Classic SCM and logistics measures only apply to the extent and the duration of the
financing, e.g. as regards to Just-in-Time-Production or
other measures of stock optimisation. Supply chain finance,
however, explicitly incorporates the capital cost rate of the
financing in the examination as suggested in Fig. 4 by
means of the arrows.
The central starting point for an inter-company optimisation of the financing within a supply chain beyond
classical logistics measures is thus the capital cost rate. In
the following, a model is presented, which demonstrates
how the different refunding interest rates within a supply
chain can be used in order to reduce overall financing costs.

4 A mathematical model of supply chain finance
4.1 Model overview
The subsequently developed mathematical model of supply
chain finance is based upon the principle to benefit from
information within the supply chain in order to decrease the
41

[39, p. 719 ff].
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realised risk of a supply chain investment and the herewith
combined expected rate on investment vis-à-vis the externals. It thus is assumed that there exist information asymmetries between companies within (‘‘insiders’’) and outside
(‘‘outsiders’’) the supply chain and that these pieces of
information cannot be communicated to actors outside the
supply chain or can only be communicated on condition of
high costs. The difficulty of information transfer in this
case lies to a lesser extent in the technical aspects of
transferring this information, but rather in the principalagent problem between (external) investors and (internal)
capital seekers. The model is based upon the presumptions
of New Institutional Economics, especially on the asymmetric distribution of information and the danger of
opportunistic behaviour.
The model includes two actors of a supply chain and an
(external) financial market which offers both actors capital
to unequal interest rates because of the differing company
risks involved.42 Within the supply chain, there exists
another investment alternative (‘‘project’’) that can be
chosen by one of the two companies, but which could also
be financed by the other actor. Due to their engagement in
the supply chain and their connection to the project, both
actors have pieces of relevant information that concern the
risk related to the project and which are not as easy
accessible outside the supply chain. The level of information of the actors (and thus their evaluation of the risk
related to the project) can be altered by the help of information transfer within the supply chain. In doing so,
information transfer implies the possibility to control the
correctness of the information. The decision variables in
the model, consequently, are (a) the decision concerning
the (internal or external) financing bodies, (b) the requested
financing rate, and (c) the allocation of information
between the actors.
A borrowing company N wants to finance a ‘‘project’’
P with a demand for capital of one entity which is connected with its supply chain (e.g. a logistics real estate, a
machine for the production or inventory stocks). N has
information concerning the return on investment of the
project which, however, it cannot—or only under prohibitively high costs—confer on an external investor: the
company N knows that the project, independently from
future conditions of the surroundings, has a rate of return of
rproject.43 Let the project be so small relatively to the
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corporation that it has no consequences on the risk
assessment of existing investors and outside creditors.
Moreover, let the project be so small that a financing by
dint of proprietary capital (e.g. by dint of new stocks) is not
reasonable.44 The company N has no free financial
resources and only two financing options: The external
investor K (financial market) or another company G from
inside the supply chain (a supplier, customer, or logistics
service provider). The project P in the model can only be
realised to its full extent (investment of an entity) or not at
all, and can only be financed completely either by K or G.45
The moral hazard problem implicates that the external
investor K cannot keep an eye on the investment process
within the company.46 The prospective investor G from
within the supply chain, however, who is directly affected
by the project P and involved in it respectively, can
observe and evaluate the implementation and (at least
partly) the success of the investment in P. G has relevant
information concerning P (G may for example deliver his
goods to the logistics real estate P, or be the provider for
the machine P, or be the provider for the inventory stocks
with the value P). Because of these pieces of information,
G is able to calculate the success of the project P with a
probability of 0 \ p B 1. Examples for this better risk
assessment and control of an actor within a supply chain
are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Better access to risk relevant information
Higher competence for the evaluation of these pieces of
information
Better possibilities of control regarding the project
Stronger possibility to take influence on the project risk
Better access to the financing project (right of disposal)
Better possibility of disposal of the financing object by
third persons
Implementation of positive external effects (as creditor
or co-owner)

The advantage of the investor within the supply chain
can also be systematised on the basis of the characteristics
of the principal-agent theory. Thus, the hidden characteristics, which are of importance before closing the contract,
are minimised by the help of the insight in structures and
processes of the capital seeker. The problem of hidden
intentions, which continues even after the conclusion of the
contract, is reduced by dint of the existing confidence, the
importance of the business connections on the operative

42

In SCM research usually two members models of supply chains
are used. A good overview over such a 2-actor-model can be found in
[55, p. 13 ff].
43
The one period approach in this case means no restriction since the
rate of return could also be interpreted as actual cash value. The
‘‘statics’’ of the model refer to the moment of financing and of
investment which, in the basic model—can only be made once (at the
beginning).
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As an alternative, it could be assumed that the life span of the
project is limited, so that a financing by means of additional
proprietary capital is not reasonable. But this assumption is difficult to
hold up e.g. concerning logisitcs real estates.
45
This restriction eliminates the possibility of mixed financing that
does not limit the results and the informational value of the model.
46
Cf. [60, p. 508 f].
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Table 1 Characteristics of the principal-agent-theory and supply chain advantages
Hidden characteristics

Hidden intention

Hidden information

Hidden action

Point in time

Before conclusion of
contract

Before or after conclusion of After conclusion of contract, before After conclusion of contract,
contract
decision
after decision

Reason

Ex ante hidden
characteristics of the
agent

Ex ante hidden intentions of Level of information of the agent
the agent
that is not observable

Activities of the agent that
are not observable

Problem

Agreement of contractual
relationship

Implementation of implicit
claims

Evaluation of results

Evaluation of comportment
and performance

Danger

Unstableness of quality,
adverse selection

Hold up

Moral hazard, adverse Selection

Moral hazard, shirking

Supply chain
advantage

Insight in structures and
processes

Confidence, business
connection, dependence

Insight in structures and processes, Insight in project,
information systems
possibilities of sanctioning

Source: With supplementations from [47, p. 79]

level, and the mutual dependency of the actors. Hidden
information also play a minor role between two actors of
the supply chain due to the connection of investor and
investment project via the flows of goods and information.
The danger of hidden actions is smaller for the investor
within the supply chain, since he has an insight in the
investment project and efficient possibilities of sanctioning
regarding the flows of goods and information. The characteristics of the principal-agent theory, the herewith connected problems and dangers, and the advantage of supply
chain actors opposite to externals summarise Table 1.
The level of information of G may be fully described by
p, and the project P may be the only investment alternative
for G. G does not have own free financial resources neither
and might borrow capital from the investor K in order to
finance the project. Likewise, P may be so small relatively
to the corporation that it neither influences the risk
assessment of its investors and its outside creditors nor
does a borrowing of proprietary capital for its financing
seem reasonable.
If G finances project P, G may have an additional
positive external effect (benefit) y due to its role as
investor.47 This benefit y is thus not connected to the rate
of return for the financing, but has an indirect (external)
effect as, for example, a higher level of customer loyalty
regarding N. In this example, y may be the part of the
future discounted cash flows which results from a better
and/or longer customer relation.48 Moreover, it is assumed
that G acquires certain rights and possibilities of monitoring due to the financing of P which it does not have if P is
financed by K.
47

This benefit thus does not exist if N finances the project via K.
y can also be interpreted as positive (external) image effect since N
delegates the financing of P to G (G could e.g. be a logistics service
provider who takes over a real estate from N and organises the latter).
The advantage of a financing by G results from third-party business in
which the (better) image plays a role.

48

The investor K from outside the supply chain (financial market) cannot judge the probability of success of P,
but only knows the general risk of the two companies N
and G, reflected in a financing interest of iN (for N) and iG
(for G), respectively.49 First of all, it is assumed that the
financial reliability of G is higher than the one of N, so that
iG < iN applies.50 The companies N and G do each have a
credit crunch of one entity, i.e. they can never borrow more
than one entity per period at an interest rate iG and iN,
respectively.51 If G finances project P, this requests a rate
of return of rG that depends on iG and p, rG = rG(iG, p), i.e.
all in all, a rate of return of iG plus an extra risk charge
depending on p is requested.
The situation of the three actors regarding P can be
summarised as follows: G has more information concerning project P than K, but generally less information than N,
or put in other words: K is—as far as the examined supply
chain and project P are concerned—an ‘‘outsider’’, N an
‘‘insider’’, and G a ‘‘partial insider’’.
The decision makers within companies are employed to
maximise the rate of return of the proprietors (‘‘value orientation’’).52 It is assumed that the proprietors have adequate incentive systems in place, which are not going to be
discussed here. G expects a risk-adequate rate of interest of
the project P, i.e. rG*p ? y C iG has to apply. It is assumed
that G cannot judge the rate of return rproject of the project
P concerning its amount, but that G knows that it suffices
49

Thus, neither can G transfer his information of p nor can transfer N
his information of rproject on the investor K in order to decrease the
costs of financing; or the transfer is prohibitively expensive.
50
This means that G either is a very large or risk-free company,
while N e.g. is a smaller company, or it is in a sector of higher
volatility.
51
This can be achieved by precise additional conditions which do not
influence the result of the survey on hand, as described in [49, p. 111].
52
Out of this follows amongst other that the error rate regarding the
expected rate of return of the managers is minor to the one of the
external investors. For this purpose cf. [7, p. 916].
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Fig. 5 Standard Financing
(a) and basic model of supply
chain finance (b)

(a) Standard Financing

(b) Supply Chain Financing

K

K

rProject-iN

G

N

G

P

(p)
(1)
Supply Chain

legend:

•

•

under which conditions (rproject; p; y; iN; iG) does a
supply chain financing come about, i.e. that N does not
borrow the assets from the investor K, but that G
finances the project P?
What is the rate of return rG_total expected by G for the
supply chain financing?

Financing

At first, it is assumed that the transfer of information between
G and N is at no charge. Moreover, it is assumed that y is,
indeed, larger than zero, but so small that it can be neglected
53
This assumption implicates that—if N is able to achieve surplus
returns by the help of G–G cannot claim a share in it, even though it
theoretically could enforce it. G thus does not negotiate regarding the
basic model.
54
‘‘Information transfer’’ means that G does not only obtain more
and better information concerning project P, but also that G is able to
better observe and evaluate all actions and results concerning P
(monitoring), e.g. by the possibility of accession to the project.
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compared to the financing effect. But the value y be still so
large that G finances the project P even if rG*p 2 iG = 0
applies, and G thus neither makes losses nor profits from the
supply chain financing. To simplify matters, y is not further
going to be mentioned explicitly until it becomes itself
object to the analysis at the end of this section.
In the basic model, G always opts for project P if it
expects no obsolescence, i.e. if the following can be applied:
rG  p  iG ; i:e: G has an overall rate of return in t1
of rG

total

 Max½rG  p  iG ; 0

ð1Þ

Thus, if the risk-adjusted rate of return rG from project P is
larger or equal to the capital costs iG. Financing its project
by the help of G instead of by the investor K is profitable
for N if the following applies:
rproject  rG [ ; rproject  iN [ 0;
i:e: N has an overall rate of return in t1 of
rN  Max½rproject  rG ; rproject  iN 

ð2Þ

SCF is realised if the Eqs. 1 and 2 are fulfilled simultaneously. From (2) follows that rG \ iN has to apply at the
least.
We are now going to observe two extreme cases concerning the expectations of G on the success of the project
P, i.e. extreme values for p:
If G knows the reflux as well as N does, so if p = 1, there
is no risk concerning P from its point of view, and thus
G accordingly expects no risk charge. Since, as a
‘‘supply chain insider’’, G cannot transfer this knowledge to external investors, it must at least demand for
its own capital costs iG, so rG C iG*p = iG*1. As—in
the basic model—company G is, by definition, ready to
finance if it does not loose from it, at the point p = 1, the
equation rG = iG applies.
(b) With a certain probability pmin, the rate of return
expected by G is as high as the one by the external
investor K (rG = iN), so that the SCF is not profitable
for N beneath this point pmin. pmin = iG/iN since for
smaller p in Eq.1 is not met.
(a)

4.2 A static one period model without information
costs

N

P

(1)
Supply Chain

in case of a successful project P to at least serve rG. For a
simpler illustration of the model, it, firstly, is assumed that
concerning the profitability of the project P, the company
G only knows that, as the case might be, the former is
enough to pay the claimed rate of return rG.53 Thus, the
company N is only going to communicate rG, even if
the actual rate of return of P is higher. For this reason, G
at all times only receives rG for which the equation
rG*p 1 y = iG is valid. The basic model is reproduced in
Fig. 5.
The basic model is a static model with only one
financing period, i.e. the financing decision is made at t0
and at t1, the returns from the projects are realised, and all
debts paid off. Before the financing decision, i.e. at t0, N
can ask if G accepts the financing of the project P, and G
states his demanded risk-adjusted rate of return. Then, N
has still time to transfer information before t0 to G,54 before
a final decision concerning the financing has to be made.
The questions to examine thus are as follows:

rProject-rG

rG +y
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rG

rN
rProject

4.3 A static one period model with information costs

Maximal Return for N

iN
rProject -iG
rN (p0)

rG
rN=rProject -rG

rG(p0)
iG

rProject -iN

p=0

Area of
no SCF

pmin

p0

p=1

Fig. 6 Rate of return maximum for N and interest rate arbitrage to
realise (shaded area) in the model without costs of information

For all values of p within the interval [pmin, 1] thus
applies iN ‡ rG ‡ iG, and the risk-adequate rate of return rG
claimed by G tends steadily downwards. The overall rate of
return rN of N according to this increases steadily and for
all p [ pmin applies rN = rproject 2 rG > rproject 2 iN.
According to the model assumptions, supply chain
financing occurs in the interval [pmin, 1] (cf. Fig. 6).
All points (p, rG) on the curve, to which applies
rG*p = iG, are equivalent for G, i.e. G is indifferent concerning all p as long as it obtains the appropriate riskadequate rate of return rG = iG/p. To the point of decision
t0, G has a level of information p0, so that it expects a rate
of return of rG = iG/p0 for the financing of P. For N, there
arises a rate of return of rN = rproject 2 rG = rproject 2 (iG/
p0). In order to increase its rate of return rN, N is going to
try to increase the perceived probability of success p of the
company G by means of information transfer and so as to
reduce its risk premium rG. Since rG decreases strictly
monotonously in the interval [pmin, 1], the point of minimum capital costs for N within the simple basic model is
(1, iG). N consequently continues to give further information (in the basic model free of charge) to G, until G has the
same (complete) level of information as N and also knows
with certainty (p = 1) that the project P is successful. Thus,
G also is a complete ‘‘insider’’ concerning project P, and rG
as well as iG are identical, i.e. G obtains a rate of return
from P of rG_total = rG 2 iG = 0 (plus the assumed, very
small benefit y) and N a rate of return of rN = rpro55
ject 2 iG. The (petty) rate of return maximum for N in the
basic model without costs of information consequently lies
at the verge of the interval [pmin, 1], as shown in Fig. 6.
55

The entire interest rate arbitrage within the supply chain
between iN and iG (shaded area) is thus realised by N if the
sum of positive effects y for G is not taken into account.

That company N can retain the complete surplus rate of return
opposite to a financing by K is due to the assumed willingness of G to
finance, even though he does not profit from it himself.

The assumption that the generation and transfer of information between N and G concerning the probability of success
of the project P be at no charge is hardly maintainable in
practice. Hence, another variable c for the costs of information is introduced into the model. The costs of information
could in principle accumulate either for G or for N or could
be distributed on both. But finally, they will always be passed
onto N because firstly, N is interested in transferring information and secondly—if G had to bear the costs—it would
make N pay them in addition to the premium rG.
It is assumed that each piece of information that
increases p about the rate Dp costs an unchanging amount
c = c(Dp) = Dp*C of the costs of all pieces of information
(C).56 At the point of decision t0, the company G—due to
its position within the supply chain—already has a certain
amount of information, which must no longer be transferred and, consequently, is not relevant regarding the
costs. This ‘‘starting point’’ is identified by p0.57 The level
of information after the information transfer be p00 , thus
Dp ¼ p00  p0 .
At the point of decision t0, N has to ask the question if—
regarding the given level of information—it is worthwhile
to transfer information to G in order to decrease the noticed
project risk of G and thus the capital costs rG. Since the
information transfer now is no longer free of charge, there
exists a trade-off between the costs of further information
transfer to the amount of Dp*C and the increase in the rate
of return by means of the reduction in the capital costs to
the amount of rG(p00 , iG) 2 rG(p0, iG), whereas p00 > p0. For
N, the transfer of further information is profitable as long as
the marginal costs are smaller than the marginal rate of
return. The maximum rate of return (i.e. the level of
information concerning G that is the optimum for N) is
termed pinfopt and is the osculation point of the rate of
return curve with the slope of the information cost straight
line.58 In order to calculate this point, the first derivations
of the two functions have to be equated and solved to p:
56

Using a curved function for the cost of information transfer leads
to the same fundamental results but complicates the calculation at this
point.
57
Consequently, in order to get complete information, only the costs
in the amount of (1 2 p0)*C would be necessary.
58
This optimum is annotated with the index ‘‘infopt’’ because it is
the maximum rate of return to strive for if the overall rate of return of
N can be increased by further information transfer. In the following, it
will be notified that—depending on the point of departure—there
exist different maxima.
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rG

rN
rProject

iN
rProject -iG

Maximal Return for N
rG

rProject-rG

iG

rProject-rG-c

rProject -iN

a reduction in p, is not possible, neither because information that at the point of decision t0 already is at hand for G
and can neither be ‘‘taken away’’ by N, nor can they be
returned into revenues. In the static model (i.e. with only
one period) with charged information transfer, every
starting point p0 to the right of point pinfopt simultaneously
is the rate of return maximum for N.59 The point pinfopt
depends not only on the level of information po but also on
the slope c of the information cost curve, thus smaller c
(e.g. by a collaborative SCM-IT) have a positive effect on
the competitiveness of supply chain financing.
4.4 The impact of external effects

p=0

pmin

pinfopt

p=1

p0

Fig. 7 Development of the rates of return in the model with
information costs





 dc
drN !

¼ cðpÞ
rN ðpÞ ¼ rproject  rG ðpÞ 
 dp
 dp
By means of employing of rG = iG/p and c = Dp*C, it
follows:




!
dc
drN
iG
rproject  rG ðpÞ 
¼ 2
¼ C ¼ cðpÞ
pinfopt
dp
 dp
By means of solving and transforming the equation, one
gets the point pinfopt:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
iG
pinfopt ¼
C
For all levels of information p0 that are located left of
pinfopt, it is profitable for N to transfer further information
and to thus decrease the rate of return request of G furthermore. The rate of return maximum can be graphically
detected by displacing the information cost straight line in
a parallel way until it affects the rate of return curve of N.
As shown in Fig. 7, the overall rate of return of N increases
to this point pinfopt. It should be pointed out that also
concerning the points p0 \ pmin, it is profitable to transfer
information until pinfopt is reached.
If the level of information of G to the point of decision
(accidentally) corresponds exactly to pinfopt, no amelioration is possible because the transfer of further information
costs more than it saves regarding the capital costs. For all
starting points p0 [ pinfopt, the capital costs rG decrease by
means of information transfer by each Dp, but they are
always more then compensated by the costs of the information transfer Dp*C. A movement in the other sense, i.e.
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Up to now, it has been assumed that the additional benefit
(external effect) from the financing y is very small for G. It
shall now be shown that, with a sufficiently large y, a
supply chain financing can also be advantageous for both
sides if the refinancing rate of G is larger than N, i.e. if
iG [ iN applies. Examples for the benefit y are as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

G can campaign with the fact that it can cover the
financing for other, important companies like N. This
signal can have a positive effect on the image of the
company on the market.
G can get important information by the help of P,
which it can use in other areas, (for example, in the
marketing sector or in research and development). This
would e.g. be the case if G financed its products by the
help of N and could learn more about its use in practice
at the customer in return.
G gains so much influence on the project by financing P
and the rights connected to it that it can optimise its
own value added without decreasing the benefit of the
project for N.
G can achieve synergies or diversification effects with
other financed projects in other companies by means of
the financing of P.
G can—by means of the contractual framework of the
SCF—complicate the access of its competitors regarding P and thus increase customer loyalty.

If the benefit y is large enough for G, G would even
finance P if rG*p \ iG, as long as rG_total = rG*p ? y C iG
applies. From the point of view of G, the external effect
59

The model is thus consistent with the intuitional insight that
information are only valuable if other do not (yet) possess them. Due
to the transfer (against payment), they lose their value for the sender
as regards the receiver. However, the pieces of information could still
continue to be valuable for the owner if he can sell them to third
persons.It should be noted that there also are combinations in which
there is absolutely no possibility for an optimisation by the help of
information transfer. This always is the case if due to the parameters
iN, iG and rproject, the point pmin is bigger than pinfopt and the level of
information p0 of G is smaller than pmin.

Fig. 8 Heuristic framework of
the supply chain finance
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iG < iN

Does G have a better rating than N?

or
Do positve external effects occur for G or N if G finances
project P rather than N?

Supply Chain
Benefits

y>0

Sources of
o
Advantages

and
Does G have exclusive information or means of control
concearning project P?

corresponds to a shift of the benefit or rate of return curve
upwards by y. Thus, the raising of capital by G at iG and the
transfer of the capital at an interest rate of rG \ iG can be
profitable as long as rG*p ? y C iG can be applied. N then
benefitted from the more favourable capital that is virtually
‘‘subsidised’’ by one share of the benefit y, which G can
only realise by his financing of P and transfer to N for it.
Thus, SCF is also profitable when there is a sufficiently
high y also for interest rate combinations with iG > iN.
Since the slope of rG stays the same for each p the optimal
point of information transfer pinfopt is not influenced by y.

5 Discussion and conclusion
SCF turns the actors within the supply chain into intermediaries who can partly overcome the problem of asymmetric information between capital markets (e.g. banks)
and the parties seeking capital. The model shows that SCF
is profitable for both sides under certain general conditions
(rproject, rQ, iN, iG, p, y) at a rate of return rG. Moreover, the
model is able to show under which circumstances (p, c(p,
Dp)) an additional transfer of information is profitable and
when not.
The variables of explication of the model can be divided
into two groups. On the one hand, there are the variables
which show the benefit of the investor G in a supply
chain. The latter are as follows:
•

•

The difference between the interest rates of refinancing
of the companies iG and iN (arbitrage of financing) as
well as
the operational benefit of a SCF y for G (external effects
of the SCF).

Moreover, the investor G and the capital seeker N can
have comparative supply chain advantages concerning
the transfer of information for an evaluation of the
investment risk, which third-party persons (outside the
supply chain) do not possess:
•

p0 > 0
or

Can G get information on project P cheaper or can G
improve its means of control better than others?

the level of information p0 of the potential investor G
within the supply chain as well as

•

SCF

Supply Chain
Adavantges

c is small

the possibility of a cheap information transfer within
the supply chain at costs c.

The interaction of these four variables of explanation is
depicted in Fig. 8. In this context, it can be seen that,
according to the model, there must exist at least each of the
two sources of benefit and advantage in order to achieve a
SCF.
The results of the model show that a SCF is all the more
probable and profitable respectively, the more the company
G knows about the project P at the point in time t0. It also
intuitionally is reasonable since this knowledge p0 is
valuable if it can be used for a determination of the riskadequate financing rate of return. But these pieces of
information are only free of charge as long as they need not
be transferred to another actor outside the supply chain.
The results thus point to the fact that SCF is more beneficial for companies that are strongly integrated within the
supply chain and have a high level of cooperation or collaboration. The approach of SCF thus also confirms the two
agency cost-saving factors ‘‘monitoring’’ and long-term
‘‘commitment’’ identified by Hellwig.60 Both factors exist
between collaborating supply chain partners to a rather
large extent. Mayer61 also points to the latter. Diamond62
argues in a similar way in saying that reputation being a
‘‘valuable asset’’ regarding financing.
So far the model has only been tested in a qualitative
approach on a variety of practical financing scenarios in
supply chains by Gomm.63 These scenarios included
financing of net working capital (e.g. by means of vendormanaged inventory, VMI, or cash-cycle optimisation) as
well as financing of assets such as machines and logistics
real estate (e.g. by means of pay-on-production schemas).
The model was able to explain most of the net working
capital financing as well as financing of movable assets.
Financing of logistics real estate within supply chains
could not be explained by the model. Gomm concludes that
60
61
62
63

Cf.
Cf.
Cf.
Cf.

[24, p. 46].
[37, p. 1178].
[14, p. 852].
[21].
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risks in logistics real estate financing are more dependent
on the market for real estate in the respective regions and
much less on information from the specific supply chains
involved.
A valuable field of further research in supply chain
finance is a quantitative test of the model using data from a
variety of corporate projects. From the organisational point
of view, more evidence is needed in regard to the implementation of supply chain finance projects, e.g. involved
parties, organisational structures, and appropriate processes. Furthermore, it would be very beneficial to analyse
the influence of the specific market environment especially
the chances and risks of supply chain finance for companies in times of economical slowdown.

Appendix: Model variables
P
N
G

K
iN
iG
y
c
rproject
p
rG
rG_total
rN
C

A supply chain-related project
A company in the supply chain with demand for
project P (e.g. N is an OEM)
A company in the supply chain related to P, thus
having revenue-relevant information on P (e.g. G
is a supplier of N)
A source of capital for N and G (e.g. K is a bank)
Interest rate of K for N
Interest rate of K for G
Benefit from positive effects for G if G finances
project P
Marginal costs for transferring information on P
from N to G
Rate of return of project P
Probability of project P success from the point of
view of G (0 \ p B 1)
Expected rate of return of G from N for financing
project P
Overall rate of return of G
Overall rate of return of N
Cost for all information on project P
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